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													 I would like to give a Huge huge thanks to the mechanics and receptionist at Extreme Auto.they are amazing they fixed my car that was sitting in my garage for a year cuz I couldnt get it to pass emissions.took it to many shops charged me an arm and leg and still my engine light was on. Repaired sensors cuz thats what i was told and still wouldnt pass.so I was going threw my phone looking for another shop and saw Extrem Auto and there reviews and took my car to them told them my catelatic converter was the problem they fixed it.My car has PASSED EMISSIONS and its Running .I would recommend EXTREME AUTO. To anybody who needs repairs on your car.there very honest and reasonable on there prices.THANKYOU THANKYOU

												


												Jessie B.
, 09/29/2021
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													...I want to give a huge kudos to Lael at Extreme Auto for his honesty and professionalism. Lael has my business for any future problems and I highly recommend Extreme Auto for anyone that needs an honest, hardworking, reasonable & fair expert mechanic for their vehicles. Integrity is hard to find these days. Thanks Lael.

												


												Patrick J.
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Call today at 801-444-3787 or come by the shop at 1681 W Gordon Ave, Layton, UT, 84041. Ask any car or truck owner in Layton who they recommend. Chances are they will tell you Extreme Auto.
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